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Get in on the fun with the "King of Pop Culture" Doug the Pug as he eats his way around the world

in this delightful coloring book, packed with dozens of illustrations and fun activities.Whether

heÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s cozying up on the couch with take out and television, hanging out with celebrities on

the red carpet, or attending the latest music festival, Doug the Pug has stolen hearts around the

world.In this adorable coloring book, join Doug on his adventures sampling a wide range of

wonderful flavors from country to country and coast to coast. Along with 75 illustrations that capture

the planetÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s most famous pug with his local snack of choice, this charming coloring book

includes entertaining themed interactive activities. As adorable as its namesake, Doug the Pug is a

must-have for the kingÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s fans, dog lovers, and coloring enthusiasts of all ages.
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"Just two years old, [Doug]'s become a social media darling." "WSMV, Channel 4 News

Nashville""Doug the Pug is at it again. This time, he has recreated Justin Bieber's famous photo

shoots...You are probably already following the mushy-faced phenom, but if you aren't, then you are

missing out." "HNGN.com""What Doug seems to do best is meet celebs (or make dream-cameos)

while wearing the most ridiculous-slash-baller wigs and outfits." "MTV.com" Leslie and Doug are

quite possibly the cutest best friends in the entire world...Keep doing your thing, Leslie and Doug,

your cuteness is UNBEATABLE. "Buzzfeed Animals" Just call him the King of Pop Culture. He has

been photographed with Ed Sheeran, kissed by Justin Bieber and he re-created a Katy Perry music



video while wearing a blue wig. His name is Doug, and he s a 3-year-old pug dog. "USA Today"

Meet Doug, the chillest pug on the planet. "Good Morning America" We are all this pug named Doug

whose only real Christmas wish is food. "Time.com"""We, like the rest of the world, can't get enough

of this squishy-faced pup. The adorable antics of this Instagram-famous dog showcase the true

meaning of 'Pug Life'." Modern Dog Magazine"Just two years old, [Doug]'s become a social media

darling." WSMV, Channel 4 News Nashville"Doug the Pug is at it again. This time, he has recreated

Justin Bieber's famous photo shoots...You are probably already following the mushy-faced phenom,

but if you aren't, then you are missing out." HNGN.com"What Doug seems to do best is meet celebs

(or make dream-cameos) while wearing the most ridiculous-slash-baller wigs and outfits." MTV.com

Leslie and Doug are quite possibly the cutest best friends in the entire world. . . . Keep doing your

thing, Leslie and Doug. Your cuteness is unbeatable. BuzzFeed Animals Just call him the King of

Pop Culture. USA Today Meet Doug, the chillest pug on the planet. Good Morning America We are

all this pug named Doug, whose only real Christmas wish is food. Time.com"

Join Doug the Pug on an exciting and delicious journey around the world!Follow Internet sensation

and the Ã¢â‚¬Å“King of Pop CultureÃ¢â‚¬Â• Doug the Pug through this adorable coloring and

activity book as he travels around the world exploring different cities and tasting local food. Inside

youÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ll find 75 illustrations to color, 15 crossword puzzles, word searches, and mazes that

feature Doug experiencing new cultures and sampling tasty treats from around the globe. Whether

heÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s searching the streets of New York to find the best slice, walking the Great Wall of

China (and feasting on dumplings), catching a wave in Hawaii, dining outside a cafÃƒÂ© in Paris, or

taking a geothermal spa break in Iceland, Doug will take you on a unique journey of new food and

exciting adventures in this thrilling coloring voyage.

Our pug-loving family has been waiting for this to come out! It was even better than expected! We

love all the places Doug travels in the book. Also like that there were activities included, like

crosswords.

Fun and educational!

This is a coloring book of Doug the Pug designs and activity pages. Doug starts off with a whirlwind

trip around the United States and then takes it to the next level by traveling around the world. The

designs hark back to famous locations or items for which each locale is famous (coffee in Seattle,



poutine in Canada, the Hollywood sign in Los Angeles, etc.) Front and center, though, is the star of

the book ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â€œ Doug and Pug.Some of the designs are detailed but not intricate and

hard to color. The activity pages (word search, mazes, etc.) are all fairly easy and could be done

fairly easily by an older child.This is what I found while coloring in this book and testing it with my

coloring medium.90 Doug the Pug design and activity pages (75 line drawing pages and 15 activity

pages.)Printed on both sides of the page; no two-page spread designsPaper is heavyweight, white,

somewhat smooth, and non-perforated.The binding is a hybrid of glue and sewn (many little

stitches.) You cannot snip a few threads to remove pages but would have to cut pages out if you

wish to remove them from the book.The designs merge into the binding area and spread to the

edges of all sides. I can open the book fairly flat for coloring by breaking the spine.Alcohol-based

markers bleed through the page. If you use these, you will have ink seep through and mar the

design on the back of the page.Water-based markers, gel pens and India ink pens do not bleed

through the page; however, they do leave the slightly shadow on the backside of the page.Colored

pencils work well with the paper. I was able to blend, layer the same and multiple colors using both

oil and wax-based pencils with ease.

This book is so adorable! I'd never heard of the Doug the Pug series until the publisher sent me this

coloring book to take a look at. It's so clever and fun and obviously the perfect gift for any pug lovers

as well as dog lovers in your life. It's professionally published so the paper and binding is great. You

won't be disappointed.

My 9 year old son loves pugs and loves this book. Very cute depictions of Doug traveling around the

work. Great for a road trip.

Great coloring book of Doug the Pugs adventures! Great quality paper and beautifully illustrated!

My wife follows Doug the Pug on social media and coloring helps her reduce stress, so this was

perfect for her.

Adorable and fun. Obviously.
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